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Active  Microwave  Imaging of Inhomogeneous Bodies 
CHRISTIAN PICHOT, LUIS  JOFRE,  GUILLAUME  PERONNET, AN- JEAN-CHARLES  BOLOMEY 

Abstract-A numerical  method  and  experimental  technique  for  micro- 
wave  imaging of inhomogeuons  bodies is presented. This method  is  based 
on the  interpretation of the  diffraction  phenomena  and  leads to tomo- 
graphic  reconstruction of the  body under investigation.  Various nnmerical 
examples are given on spatial  impulse  response,  recognition of dielectric 
rods,  inhomogeneous  bodies, and simulated human arm. Different  experi- 
mental  results on dielectric  rods  and  isolated animal organs are also given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

D URING  THE LAST few  years, it has  been possible t o  observe 
a fantastic  development of tomographic processes for bio- 

medical  purposes. X-rays, ultrasonic waves and,  more  recently, 
nuclear  magnetic  resonance  are the  most  popular  examples. 

Oddly, active imaging systems based on microwaves are 
in  the beginning phase [1]-[7],   [9]:   [11]-[13],   [15]-[17],  
[28] ~ [29]. However, there are  some  reasons for  that. A priori 
ideas are the  difficult  penetration  of microwaves in living tissues, 
their high attenuation  constant,  and  their  poor  resolution. 

In fact,  the first experiments of Larsen and  Jacobi  111-[3] 
revealed that these drawbacks can be overcome and  that  micro- 
wave imaging had  some potentialities, mainly  resulting from 
the specificity  of the  interaction mechanisms with  the living 
tissues, different  from  those  encountered  with X-rays or  ultra- 
sonic waves for instance. 

The problem of field penetration  into high water  content 
tissues can  be solved by a careful  matching of the  applicators; 
the  attenuation  rate is compatible  with  the  present  state-of-the 
art in the receiver sensivity area  for thicknesses as large as a few 
ten centimeters.’ Finally,  the  resolution is better  than  could be 
imagined because of the high permittivity  constant  of tissues 
with large water  content.  For  example,  the wavelength in  such 
tissues  is about  one  centimeter  at an operating  frequency  equal 
t o  3 GHz. 

Thus,  the  expected  resolution, on the Rayleigh criterion basis, 
is  of the  order of 6 mm, Le., about half  a  wavelength at 3 GHz 
in water. This has been confirmed  both on numerical simula- 
tions  and  experimentations. If  X-rays CAT scanners have better 
resolution  (fraction  of  mm),  the  information available in a  micro- 
wave image is potentially  quite  different. 

The  experimental processes depend on the  reconstruction 
algorithm to be used. The  first  method, strongly  related to  
X-ray tomodensitometry, is based on a linear path assump- 
tion  between an emitter  and a receiver. Measuring the transmis- 
sion  coefficient during the  simultaneous displacement of the 
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harmlessness under  the safety standard (< 10  rnWlcm’). 
’ Taking  into  account the  limitation of the  incident  power  density for a  total 

antennas provides one  projection.  From  many  projections  cor- s 
responding to  different  orientations, it is possible to  deduce 
cross  sections  of the  volume  under  test.  The  second  method 
belongs to  holographic  techniques. For a given irradiation  of this 
volume, the  scattered field  is recorded on a  finite  surface (holo- 
gram) and  the image of the  domain  under investigation is  numeri- 
cally obtained  by simulating the  effect of an optical focusing 
system. Such an approach  is based on a better  description  of  the 
microwave-tissues interaction. However, comparisons are not 
yet available to  enable  conclusions with  respect to  the advantages 
of  each method. 

This  paper is devoted  to  the  description of efficient  algorithms 
for  the  diffraction  tomography. By efficient,  one  means  that  the 
required  computations  can be done in quasireal time in realistic 
situations. These situations resulted from  experiments  conducted 
on  phantoms  or perfused  organs, and  from  “exact”  numerical * 
simulations.  These ‘experiments  used a fast microwave camera, 
which has been  described  elsewhere [ 131, [ 151, providing  a re- 
cording  duration  of  the  order  of  the  reconstruction  time. Be- 
sides, numerical simulation was found  to be very useful  for fine 
estimation of contrasts  and  complementary  to  the  experimental 
approach. 

In this paper,  first  the  tomographic algorithm is  presented 
for  two-dimensional inhomogeneities. Second  numerical results @ 
obtained  from  simulation are given in  order to  evaluate  the 
spatial  impulse  response, the  resolution,  and  the accessible 
contrast.  Then  &e  reconstruction of inhomogeneous  and  com- 
plex bodies  is considered. 

The  third  section is devoted to  the  description  of  the  experi- 
mental  setup  and to  the discussion of the  result  obtained  on 
dielectric rods  and isolated  organ (perfused  and  nonperfused a 
horse kidney). 

11. TWO-DIMENSIONAL THEORY 
One  considers a  cylindrical object of arbitrary  cross  section 

S which  is characterized by a  dielectric permittivity ~ ( x ,  y )  
and a conductivity us(x, y). This o b j y t  is illuminated  by a 
plane wave for which the electric  field E’ is  parallel to  the cylin- 
der  axis (z axis) as depicted in Fig. l(a). * 

The  external  medium is  assumed t o  be uniform and  character- 
ized by a  dielectric permittivity E and  conductivity u. The per; 
meability is that of vacuum p = po in+ each  medium. Let E 
represents the  total electric  field and Ed the  diffracted field 
which is generated  by  the  equivalent electric current  radiating 
in  the  external  medium so that 

, $ = z i + z d  (1) 

where  the equivalent  electric currents are defmed as  usually 4 

is(xU.y) = ( k : ( x , y )  - k2)&,y)  ( 2 )  

with 

k , k  Y )  = h 2 P 0 f S ( ~ >  Y )  - iWl.tOUs(X, VI  
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Fig. 1 .  (a) Two-dimensional inhomogeneous object  and  coordinate system. 

(b) Cross section of the  object  and  data acquisition. 

for a time  dependenze e i w t .  

representation  (Richmond [ 191 ): 
The  total field E can be exactly  calculated  with an  integral 

for  any  point (x, y )  inside or  outside  the  object.  The Green’s 
function G(x, y ,  x‘ ,  y‘) is given as (Tyras [23] for  the integral 
representation) 

G(-x,Y;X‘,Y’) 

= -- H i 2 ) ( k d ( x  - x‘)2 + ( y  - y’)2) 
i 
4 

with 

Im ( d k z  - 4a2v2)  < 0. 

One  notes  that  the I?: J!?, and Ed vectors have only z compo- 
nent. 

The  solution of the  direct  problem  (computation of the  total 
or  diffracted field from .the  knowledge of  the  geometrical  and 
electromagnetic characteristics of  the  object  with a given incident 
field) can be carried out  with  the  moment  method  (Richmond 
[ 191, Iskander et al. [24] ~ [ 2 5 ] )  or in some cases with an itera- 

tive technique in connection  with  the Born approximation 
(Barthes  and Vasseur [22]).  For  the inverse problem  which 
consists of fmding the  shape  and  electromagnetic characteris- 
tics Q ( X ,  y )  and us(x, y )  of the  object  for a given incident  field, 
when the  diffracted field is measured  along  a  segment line, 
equivalent methods can be applied (Barthes  and Vasseur [22] , 
Ghodgaonkar et al. [26]). However, powerful  computers are 
needed  when  the cross-section  dimensions  of the bodies are of 
the  order of one wavelength or more. 

The following method  for  the inverse problem  can readily 
be used on a minicomputer  or  array processor. 

Consider the case where  a  plane wave is incident  at an angle 
6 with  respect to  y axis and  where  the  probing  line  for  diffracted 
field data is perpendicular to  the  incident  propagation  vector 
R i  (see Fig. l(b)). Let $ ( e ;  x ,  y )  represent  the normalized  dif- 
fracted field as 

where E f ( 0 ;  x ,  y )  is the  diffracted field related to  the  incident 
field E i ( B ; x , y ) ( E i ( O ; x , y )  = e -  W - x  sin e+y cos  0)).  Introduc- 
ing $(e ;  x, y )  in (4 )  leads to  

$(e ;  x, U) 

* C(x, y ;  x’ ,  y‘)  dx’ dy’ (7) 

where 

K(B;x,y) = ( k i ( x , y ) -  kz)( l  + $ ( O ; x , y ) )  (8) 

is the normalized electric  current. Let us define the new frame 
( X ,  r) as 

X = x c o s e + y s i n e   x = X c o s e -  YsinO 

Y = - x s i n e + y c o s B   y = X s i n B + Y c o s O .  

Equation (7) becomes 

w e ;  x, y )  

- Y‘ sin e ,  X‘ sin e + Y’ cos e )  
C(X, Y; X’, Y ‘ )  dX‘ dY’ (9) 

with @(e, X, Y )  normalized diffracted field in the new frame. 
The use of  the integral representation (5) of C(X,  Y ;  X ’ ,  Y’) 
yields 

* (e  ; x: Y) 

e - i J k 2 - 4 n 2 v 2 1 Y -  Y‘I 

- y’sin e, X’ sin e + Y’ cos e) 
dk2 - 4aZv2 

. e- iz n v ( X -  X‘) dX’ d Y dv. (10) 

Let $(e; v, Y) be the  Fourier  transform  of @(e, X ,  Y) with re- 
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I P 

then  from (10) we  obtain 

$(e;  V, Y )  

= -- e i k y l l ( x , , y , )  
i 

2 
e- ik Y' K ( e ;  x' COS e 

, - i . , / k 2 - 4 n 2 v 2 \ Y - Y ' I  

-  sin e ,  X' sin e + Y '  COS e )  d m  
. e i ~ n v X '  dX'  dY' .  (12) 

For  any Yo > max { Y' E S(X ' ,  Y')} in the  frame ( X ,  Y), (12) 
becomes 

&e ; U, y o )  

k 1  

277 2n 
p ( ~ ) = - - + + d k ~ - 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

Let k(0; v, p) be the two-dimensional Fourier  transform  of 
K @ ; x , y )  

+- +a, 

k ( o ; v : p ) = / _ ,  1- K ( 0 ; ~ , y ) e ' ~ " ( ~ ~ + ~ ~ ) d x d y .  (16) 

The relation (14) defines  a  usual two-dimensional  Fourier trans- 
form of K ( 8 ;  x ,  y )  (its  support is bounded  to S ( x ,  y )  so the 
integrals  can be extended  to  infmity) on a  curve (.(e; u), 
P(e; v ) )  only if we restrict p(v) to  n ( u )  = Real ( ~ ( u ) ) .  

In +is case and  from (13).we deduce a direct relation  be- 
tween K(B;a(0; u), B(0; u) and * ( e ;  v, Yo):  

Fig. 2 .  Support of l? in the frequency domain D using four orthogonal 
rotations. 

W v )  = Re (I-l(v)). (1 9) 
A choice on k and u yielding R(v) is to take k' = Re (k) (instead 
of k )  and v < k'/2n. T h i s  choice leads to  reconstruct in a lossless 
outer  medium (of  wavenumber k') and neglect the  spatial fre- 
quency v for v k'/27r. In order to combine every rotation 
information,  let P(0;  a, p)  be the  function  defiied in the spec- 
trum  domain as 

For N rotations O,(n = 1, -: N with 8, = 27r/N(n = 1) and 
using the  information  obtained  from each one:  one  reconstructs 

in the D spectrum  domain (a, P E [-k', k ' ] )  (See Fig. 2 for 
N = 4). One  has  a set of  se9icircles passing through  the  central 
point (0, 0). The  function K(a,  0) is the  Fourier  transform  of 
the  imageR(x,y): 

N 1 
@x,v)=C [ (k:(x,y)-  k2>(1 + $(O;;X,YNI *P(e i ;x ,y)  

i= 1 

(22) 
and  the asterisk means  the  convolution  product. 

The  main  problem wh:n combining  the  different ;(ej; a,  p) 
i s  the  multiple values  of K(O i, a ,  0) at a  same point.  The  adopted 
method is to  take  the average value. 

Note  that in the Born approximation ($(ei; x ,  y )  Q l), the 
reconstructed image is 4 

&x, y )  = (k,2(x, y )  - k2) * P(x, y )  (23) 

where F(x ,  y )  = P(0 i; x ,  y )  is the spatial  impulse  response 
of the system. 

An important  aspect  pf  the  reconstruction  method is the 
numerical estimate of the K normalized  equivalent current z(x,y)  
from  the knowledge of K(a, 0) with a limited  number of rota- r 
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tions  [27].  This  computation being based on a  discrete Fourier 
tpnsform  (fast  Fourier  transform  for  example).  The values  of 
E(&, p)  are  required on a uniform discrete lattice.  This implies 
a problem  of  interpolation  or weighting. 

Practically the  diffracted field is measured on a  segment line. 
Thus, t o  take  into  account  the  length a of  the segment  line, we 
define +,(e; v, Y o )  the measure at Y = Yo as 

R. 

- 23 0.0 2.3 

where 

sin ( m a )  
&(Y) = -. 

7TV 

111. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The spatial  impulse  response, the  resolution,  the  contrast, 
the  reconstruction of  dielectric rods  and  complex bodies are 
now investigated. 

The  computation  of  the normalized diffracted field $(O;x,yo) 
from (4) is obtained  by  means  of  the  moment  method, which 
leads to a system of  linear equations [ 191 , [24] , [25] . The size of 
this system  is function of the  number  of cells in  the  object  (the 
rods in this case) where the electric  field is supposed to  be con- 
stant. In most cases the size of  the cells does  not exceed 
0.2 bIV5,. 

A. Spatial  Impulse  Response 
The use  of reconstruction  procedure implies to  know  the 

spectrum  limitation between 4 '  and k'(k = k' - ik"); 
reconstruction in a lossless outer  medium; 
sampling  interval  of the measured  field and  probing  line 

number  of views, (or  rotations). 
The spatial  impulse  response can give a  qualitative and  quanti- 

tative characterization  of  the image. With this goal, we suppose 
that  K(x, y )  = &(x - xp, y - y,) where &(x - xp, y - y,) is 
the Dirac distribution  at (x,, y,) point  and we try to recover it 
using one view. 

One  the  one  hand  let 6, by  the transversal  spatial  impulse 
response  along  x-axis. 

On the  other  hand,  let 6, be the  longitudinal spatial  impulse 
response  along y-axis. 

As an example, Fig. 3 shows the values of 6, and 6, for a 
Dirac distribution 6 (x, y )  located  at x p  = 0 and y p  = -1.16 cm 
in a lossy medium  (water: E ,  = 74, D = 2.39  S/m)  at 3.0 GHz 
(the wavelength in this medium is h = = 1.16  cm) 

We first discuss the influence of  the length a of the  probing 
line. From  the  elementary source &(x, y )  located in P, the  prob- 
ing line is seen with a half-aperture angle Bo. 

In Fig. 4 are represented the results on 6, and 6, for  different 
aperture angles 8, (30°, 45", 60": and  90") in  water medium  at 
3.0 GHz. The  point source is located at x, = 0 and y p  = -3.5 
cm = -3 h and  the measurement line is situated at yo = 0. 

The sampling  interval Ax of the measured  field is given by vir- 
tue of Shannon  theorem  under  the  assumption  that  the  spectrum 

influence  of: 

length; 

1 .o 

0.5 

0.0 
-2.3 OD 2.3 

1.04 

0.5- 

0.0 
-8.2 -3.5 1.2 

I - a/2 
Fig. 4. Transveral 6, and  longitudinal 6, spatial  impulse  response for 

various aperture angles tlo(tlo = 30", 45', 60", and 90"). 
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J b o  
x(cm) 

1 1 . 1 ' 1 1  

- 4  0 4 
(a) 

A l k ( X , O ) l  

1.0-- ~ 

- - _ _ _ _ - - -  
Fig. 5. Two identical rods ( e r1  = E,? = 2.4  and uI = u2 = 0.0 Slm) separated 

by a distance of 2.8  cm. The  outer medium is water E ,  = 74  and u = 2.39 SI 
m). Amplitude II?(x. y)l of the  reconstructed  image. 

8.1 cm #I A=39.2% 

i s z e r o f o r I a I > I k ' I :  -- - -- - 
n h  

k' 2 
A x = - = -  0.5 - 

(where h is the real part of the wavelength in  the  outer medium). 
Concerning the  spectrum  truncature,  the  Fourier  transform  of 

the  diffracted field is very attenuated  for v > k'/2n at  for  a dis- 
tance yo  > hl2n. 

So no significant information (in this  medium) can be recovered 
for yo > h/2, the  spectrum being too  much  attenuated. However X( Cm) 
for yo < h/2,  the sampling internal  can be taken < X/2 to  take I I . I ' ,  

into  account  the evanescent waves. -4 0 4 

Object  rotation  can  improve the spatia1 Fig. 6. (a)  Modulus of &x, y )  reconstruction  (normalized  with  respect to the 
response. first  rod)  along the x axis for two different  dielectric rods (erl = 2.4, ul = 

0.0 S/m and E,* = 12, u2 = O.dS/m) separated by a distance of 2.8 c_m and 
B. Identical Rods surrounded by water (E, = F 4 ,  u = 2.39  Wm). (b) Modulus of K(x, 0)  

The  reconstruction of two lossless dielectric  square rods sur- for  two lossy rods (epl = 80.0, uI = 2.39 S/m and E? = 74.0, u2 = 1 .O S/m 
reconstruction  (normalized w ~ t h  respect  to  the first rod)  along x axis 0 = 0) 

rounded by water is investigated at 3 GHz frequency.  The  two in water = 74, = 2-39 

rods are  illuminated by  a plane wave and  their  centers are separated The difference level is about 3 percent for the  modulus of 
by  a distance of 2.5 cm as shown in Fig. 5. K(x ,  y). The  reconstruction of two lossy rods filled with  a me- 

The characteristics of  the  rods  are E ,  = 2.4 and u = 0 S/m,  the dium close to the  surrounding  water  medium is depicted in Fig. 
ones of water have been given above;  the  probing line  length is 14 6(b). The  characteristics of the  two  rods  are, respectively, E?, = 
cm . 80, u1 = 2.39 S/m and er2 = 74, u2 = 1.0  S/m  (for  the  water 

The distance between  the  probing line and  the  rods is yo and  medium e, = 7 4  and u = 2.39 S/m).  The difference level is about 
the sampling  interval on  the  probing line is A/2 = 0.58  cm. With 40 percent  between  the  two  rods  for  the  amplitude IK (x ,  y )  I at  
four rotations of the rods  around_ their  symmetry  point  (four y = 0). 
views), we obtain  the  amplitude  of K(x,  y )  shown in Fig. 5. 

C. Rods with  Different Electromagnetical  Characteristics A. Objects  Composed of Fat, Muscle,  and Bone 

(b) 

IV. INHOMOGENEOUS OBJECTS 

We investigate  now the  situation  of  two  rods  with  different A square  object (side a = 8 cm)  with  three dielectric  layers 
permittivities and conductivities(respectively?Erl, u, ander2, u2) simulating three  kinds of human tissues (fat, muscle, and  bone) 
to determine  the  minimum  contrast between the  two  rods  and surrounded  by  water  and illuminated by  a  plane wave at 3 GHz 
with  the  surrounding medium. As above the distance between (Fig. 7) has been analyzed. The thickness  of  the  fat medium is 
their centers is 2.8 cm,  the sampling interval on  the  probing line 1 cm.  and  the dimensions  of the  bone are 2 cm over 2 cm.  The 
(length  14  cm) is h/2. electromagnetic  characteristics  are, respectively, for fat, muscle, 

In Fig. 6(a) is shown the cross  section in x direction  at y = 0 and  bone, E ,  = 5 and uf = 0.2 S/m, E , ~  = 46  and urn = 2 S/m, 
of  the  amplitude Ik(x, y )  I with  one view (without  rotation) for erb = 8 and = 0.22 S/m. 
two lossless rods (er ,  = 2.4  and E,? = 12). The probing line is located at 4.5 cm  from  the  border of the 

f 

r )  

r! 

r 

a! 
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8 cm 
.fat 

(water) 

32 cm 
probing I ine 

Fig. 7 .  Square object  composed with-fat, muscle, and bone surrounded by 
water.  Reconstruction  (modulus of K(x,  y ) )  displayed on a TV monitor. 

42 I 

fat 

muscle 

bone ( humerus)  

(water)  

1 

1 
2.25cm 

32 crn 
probing line 

Fig. 8 .  Section of simulated human  arm (upper segment) surrounded by 
water.  Reconstruction  (modulus of X(x,  y ) ) .  
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I 

LOCK-IN 
AMPLIFIER source 

Multiplexe 

D .  A .C =.I-\ Array HP 1000 

Fig. 9. Experimental block diagram  at 3 GHz using the modulated  scattering 
technique. 

object  and  its  length is 32 cm.  The sampling interval is X/2 = 
0.58 cm. The  object  rotates in order  to  obtain  four  orthogonal 
views. From these views, the  reconstruction of the normalized 
electrical current  density R(x, y j  is achieved. The  amplitude 
I K(x,  y )  I is displayed on a  TV monitor set (Fig. 7). Note  that 
the  object  outline is relatively well  described even if the  number 
of views is  very limited. 

B. Human A m  Simulation 

The  reconstruction of a  segment of a human  arm  (upper seg- 
ment)  from  synthetically  data  is investigated (Fig. 8). The maxi- 
mum  length  and  width  are, respectively, 8 cm and 6 cm  and  the 
average fat  thickness is 0.5 cm. For the  direct  problem  (compu- 
tation of the  diffracted field outside  or inside the  object  and in 
particular on  the  probing line), we use the  moment  method  ap- 
plied to (4). The  length  of  the simulated probing  line is 32 cm 
and it is separated  from  object  by a  distance of 2.25 cm (Fig. 8). 
The sampling  interval on  the  data  acquisition  line is Ax = 0.58 
cm.  The normalized current  distribution K(x,  y j  is reconstructed 
using four  orthogonal views and  the  modulus Id(x, y)l  is dis- 
played on a TV  monitor screen. The  fat thickness and  bone 
presence are clearly visible. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Various  configurations have been  investigated in order  to  ob- 

tain a  quasireal time  measurement [ 131 , [ 141 ~ [ 151. The  method 
requires  the knowledge of  the normalized diffracted field on a 
segment line;  and  instead of moving  a probe, which is time-con- 
suming, the  modulated  scattering  technique (MST) [ 131 ~ [ 151 , 
[20] provides the speed  of probe array without  the need of 
microwave  multiplexing. This  technique allows a very short 
acquisition  time:  about 1 ms per point. 

Fig. 9 shows  the  experimental  setup  operating in  transmission. 
The  emitting source is an  applicator  constituted  by a nonuni- 

form guiding structure [21] which generates  an incident field 
with a slowly varying amplitude  and phase over a width L (the 
maximum  attenuation of 3 dBmaximum is given for L = 16 cm). 
The  applicator is fed  by a  power generator so that  the radiating 

APPLICATOR I 

-~ ~ 

8.1 cm 
Fig. 10. Experimental setup. for resolution estimation  with two dielectric 

rods (er1 = = 2.4). Representation of If?(x, y) l .  

t’ 
horizontal  slice I 

probing line 

t 

ir 

I 
Fig. 11 .  Arrangement for three-dimensional  object  imaging  (the  object is 

translated along z axis). 

power density is less than 10 mW/cm2 (safety  standard);  it is 
matched  to  water  with a  dielectric slab ( E ,  = 9). 

The receiving system is constituted  of  an  identical  applicator 
in the  aperture of which a  linear array of 64 diodes-loaded  dipoles 
is located.  The interval between  each  dipole is X/4.6. Modulating 
successively each  diode  at low frequency  rate (1 kHz) results  in 
a modulated  scattered field proportional to  the local  field at  the 
corresponding dipole location [ 151. 

The  object  under  test is  immersed in a water  tank in order to  
reduce the wavelength and  to  match  the organ with  the  external 
medium. 

Data  acquisition  and processing  are performed  with a Hp 
1000 minicomputer.  The  computation  time is about 6 min 
(using four views). With the  help  of  an  array processor,  a few 
seconds per image can be reached. 

We consider an example  of  circular  Plexiglas rods  diameter 
= 0.6 cmj  bermittivity E, = 2.4) with  the  same  configura- 

The  modulus lk(x, yjl of  the normalized  electric current, 
tion as in the numerical simulation  (Fig. 10). 
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(a) (b 

Fig.  12.  (a)  Vertical  slice  image of a  nonperfused  horse kidney. (b) Vertical  slice  image of a perfused horse kidney.  The  perfusion  tube 
is a t  the top of the  organ. 

(a)  (b) 
Fig.  13.  (a)  Vertical  slice  image of a  perfused pony kidney.  (The  temperature  perfusion  is 38°C.) (b)  Vertical  slice  image of a 

perfused pony kidney.  (The  temperature  perfusion is 41°C). 
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reconstructed  from  four  orthogonal views, is shown in Fig. 
10. 

This  method has been  applied to  perfused  and  nonperfused 
organs to  investigate on the  one  hand  the degree  of water  and 
on the  other  hand  the  influence of perfusion  temperature on the 
organ. 

As shown  in Fig. 11, the  object is translated on the z axis in 
order to  simulate a two-dimensional  recording  measurement  with 
the  probing line. Although  the  reconstruction  method is based 
on cylindrical symmetry,  it  has been applied t o  three-dimensional 
object as an  animal  organ. 

At  each  position of the  probing  line,  we  compute a horizontal 
tomographic image (horizontal slice as shown in  Fig.  11). Various 
positions  of  the  object along z axis  allow the  computation  of a 
vertical tomographic slice (Fig. 11). A  right  horse kidney whose 
dimensions are approximately  12  cm X 15 cm X 20 cm is im- 
mersed  in  warm  water (37°C). 

Figs. 12(a) and 12(b)  show the vertical image of a nonper- 
fused and  perfused  horse  kidney. In both images, outlines  are well 
described (the image is displayed on a TV  monitor  with 16 color 
levels). The differences  observed between  the  nonperfused  and 
perfused cases illustrate  the sensitivity of microwave imaging t o  
the  water  content  in biological tissues. 

Other  experiments have been  made on a pony  kidney  to evalu- 
ate  the  influence  of  perfusion  temperature. Figs. 12(a)  and 12(b) 
show  the  conductivity changes due to  a rise in temperature. As 
before,  the organ is immersed in 37°C water  and  the  perfusion 
temperature varies from  38°C (Fig. 13(a)) to  41°C (Fig. 13(b)). 
The  temperature  modifications can be visible with a resolution 
of I"C approximately. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper  we present  a  numerical method  and  experimental 

technique  for active  microwave imaging of inhomogeneous  bodies 
which allow tomographic  reconstruction of the normalized  elec- 
tric  current  for biomedical applications  or  target  recognition. 

The  method is based on the use of  diffraction  phenomena  in- 
side and  outside  the  body using the  diffracted field. By the use 
of  performant  algorithms as FFT,  the  tomographic  reconstruction 
is carried  out  with  low  computing  time (a  few minutes on a  mini- 
computer HP 1000, a few seconds on an  array processor). 

Various examples  are given from numerical simulations on 
homogeneous (dielectric  rods) or  inhomogeneous  bodies  (object 
with  fat, muscle,  bone), and  from  experimental results  (dielectric 
rod, isolated  animal  organ) with  illumination power compatible 
with  the severe safety  standards  (atraumatic process). 

The  multiple  illuminations  (or  rotations  of  the  object) provide 
a  spatial resolution of h/2 where X is the wavelength in the  ex- 
ternal  medium  (for a frequency of 3 GHz and  water as external 
medium, X = 1.16 cm). 

Other  applications  as target  analysis in air  can be intended 
with this technique. 

APPENDIX 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL  CASE 

Consider  a three-dimensional organ of  volume V illuminated 
by a  plane wave linearly polarized  along the z axis. The  diffracted 
field  inside and  outside  the organ can  tained  from  the following 
integral representation: 

r 

i +a +so e - " " u l ( X - X ' )  

=--/ 1- v2 
,-i2rrv21y-y'I 

2 -so 

Assume the  depolarization  is negligible; thus Ed is approximated 
-b 

by 

id(;) =//I $')G(?,?) d? (29) 
V 

with l? as l? parallel to  z axis. The plane wave is incident  at  an 
angle 0 in the x - z plane with respect t o  y-axis. Thus  we  can de- 
fine @(e ; ?) as 

$(e; ; )  satisfies the following equation  according to  (29). 

with 

K ( 0 ; ; )  = (k;(q - k2)(1 + $(e;;)). (3 2) 

From  (31)  which is the three-dimensional extension of (4) and 
folloLvhg the same steps  as  the  two-dimensional case, one ob- 
tains +e relation  between  the thrfee-dimensional Fourier trans- 
form K(e ,  ?)($ = ( v l ,  vz, v3))  of K(0;  ;) and  the  Fourier trans- 
form $(e; v l ,  Y o ,  v 3 )  of the  data  acquisition * ( e ;  X ,  Y o ,  2 )  on 
a recording plane  at Y = Yo position. 

(3 4) 
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Fig. 7. Square object composed with-fat, muscle, and bone surrounded by 
water. Reconstruction (modulus of K(x, y) )  displayed on a TV monitor. 
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Fig. 8. L b t L  I ,.,,lulated human arm (upper se_gment) surrounded by 
water. Reconstruction (modulus of K(x, y)). 
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Fig. 12. (a)  Vertical slice  image of a  nonperfused  horse kidney. (b) Vertical slice image of a  perfused  horse kidney. The  perfusion  tube 
is  at the  top of the  organ. 

(a) (b) 
Fig.  13.  (a) Vertical slice  image of a  perfused  pony  kidney.  (The  temperature  perfusion is  38°C.) (b) Vertical slice image of a 

perfused  pony kidney. (The  temperature  perfusion is 41 'c). 


